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Executive Summary 
Drivers for the Northwest apple industry include good shipment pace, dwindling supplies and improving prices. 

• The small crop has been met with good demand and shipping pace; the current crop will clear the market 

before the new crop arrives.  

• As the season wraps up, dwindling supplies are improving prices which should carry through to the 

beginning of the 2021-22 crop. 

Northwest FCS’ 12-month outlook calls for slight profit margins. Although 

low packouts have been the reality throughout the season, higher quality 

fruit coming out of storage now is improving packouts. Prices are also 

improving as supplies dwindle. Returns to growers should improve for the 

last few months of the season, but low yields will keep overall profit 

margins slim.  

 

Supply and Demand 
Washington State Tree Fruit Association’s (WSTFA) June Storage Report shows the crop at 121.7 million boxes with 

77.6% of the crop shipped. Favorable demand and a small crop have resulted in good shipping pace and the current 

crop will clear the market before 2021-22 crop supplies come in. 

12-Month Profitability Outlook 

Historical Crop Size and Shipping Pace 
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Pricing and Profitability 
The smaller 2020-21 crop has resulted in stronger pricing compared to last year. However, quality issues lowered 

packouts1 throughout the season. Therefore, most growers have not seen the full benefit of higher pricing.  

As is typical, warehouses put the best quality fruit into storage since it has the highest probability of storing well 

longer. As the end of the season nears and the best quality fruit comes out of storage, packouts are improving. 

Along with improving packouts, prices are also increasing as supplies decrease. Better packouts and prices should 

result in higher returns to growers as the season wraps up. Yet, even as returns to growers improve the season was 

plagued with low quality fruit and reduced yields resulting in only slightly profitable margins for growers.  

2021-22 Crop 

It’s too early for any reliable crop estimate, but the industry believes the 2021-22 crop will be larger than the 

current crop. Early season 2021-22 supplies will likely capture favorable pricing due to short supplies towards the 

end of this season.  

The growing season so far has been volatile with historically high and low temperatures across the Northwest in just 

the last couple of months. Only minimal damage has been reported. However, hot temperatures at the end of June 

and early July could result in quality issues throughout the season.  

A severe late freeze in Michigan will lower yields in that region. Plus, the USDA reports New Zealand production 

down to its lowest levels since 2016-17, due to hailstorms and cool summer temperatures. Lower supplies in these 

regions will likely boost the market for Northwest fruit.  

Additional Information 
Northwest FCS Business Management Center 

www.northwestfcs.com/Resources/Industry-Insights 

U.S. Apple Association 
www.usapple.org  

USDA Agricultural Marketing Service 
www.ams.usda.gov 

Washington State Tree Fruit Association 
www.wstfa.org 

Learn More 
For more information or to share your thoughts and opinions, contact the Business Management Center at 

866.552.9193 or bmc@northwestfcs.com. 

To receive email notifications about Northwest and global agricultural and economic perspectives, trends, 

programs, events, webinars and articles, visit www.northwestfcs.com/subscribe or contact the Business 

Management Center.  

 

 

1 Amount of fruit packed into a box after low quality fruit is removed. 
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